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Abstract
Background Cardiac MRI has become widespread to charac-
terize cardiac lesions in children. No study has examined the
role of deep sedation performed by non-anesthesiologists for
this investigation.
Objective We hypothesized that deep sedation provided by
non-anesthesiologists can be provided with a similar safety
and efficacy profile to general anesthesia provided by
anesthesiologists.
Materials and methods This is a retrospective chart re-
view of children who underwent cardiac MRI over a 5-
year period. The following data were collected from the
medical records: demographic data, cardiac lesion, Amer-
ican Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status,
sedation type, provider, medications, sedation duration and

adverse events or interventions. Image and sedation adequacy
were recorded.
Results Of 1,465 studies identified, 1,197 met inclusion
criteria; 43 studies (3.6%) used general anesthesia, 506
(42.3%) had deep sedation and eight (0.7%) required anx-
iolysis only. The remaining 640 studies (53.5%) were per-
formed without sedation. There were two complications in
the general anesthesia group (4.7%) versus 17 in the deep
sedation group (3.4%). Sedation was considered inadequate
in 22 of the 506 deep sedation patients (4.3%). Adequate
images were obtained in 95.3% of general anesthesia
patients versus 86.6% of deep sedation patients.
Conclusion There was no difference in the incidence of
adverse events or cardiac MRI image adequacy for children
receiving general anesthesia by anesthesiologists versus
deep sedation by non-anesthesiologists. In summary, this
study demonstrates that an appropriately trained sedation
provider can provide deep sedation for cardiac MRI without
the need for general anesthesia in selected cases.
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Introduction

The characterization of cardiac tissues and cardiovascular
lesions using MRI has become widespread during the last
20 years [1]. Electrocardiographic-gated cardiac MRI, along
with other software advances and imaging techniques, have
resulted in the advancement of a robust platform capable of
allowing detailed assessment and evaluation of complex con-
genital and acquired heart defects, including ventricular vol-
ume quantification, ejection fractions, pressure gradients,
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tissue characterization, vascular anatomy and aberration of
blood flow in a relatively noninvasive manner [2]. In general,
cardiac MRI requires approximately 1–1.5 h to perform; dur-
ing this time, the child must remain essentially immobile and
might need to be capable of breath-holding on demand, while
the chest is encased within a cardiac (surface) coil. This is
perceptibly impractical in small, frightened or uncooperative
children. Cardiac and respiratory gating help to reduce motion
artifact and therefore might decrease the need for endotracheal
intubation and general anesthesia to accomplish the study [3].

Previous studies emphasize the need for general anesthesia
by anesthesiologists for this imaging modality in young chil-
dren [4–7]. One study showed that deep procedural sedation
provided by anesthesiologists can be safely and effectively
used for cardiac imaging in young children [8]. In 2002,
Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta (CHOA) developed a non-
anesthesiologist sedation service to meet the increased needs
for pediatric procedural sedation. This team was implemented
as a joint venture between pediatric emergency medicine and
pediatric critical care physicians, and continues to be run by
these specialists. Since its implementation, this service has
provided sedation outside the operating room setting to
> 19,000 children, predominantly for prolonged radiological
studies, including cardiac MRI. Propofol is the primary med-
ication used by the sedation service. This service’s record for
safety and efficacy has been published [9, 10].

To our knowledge, no study has been done to examine the
role of deep sedation performed by non-anesthesiologists for
cardiac MRI in children with congenital or acquired heart
disease. We performed a retrospective review of children
requiring cardiac MRI at CHOA. We hypothesized that given
appropriate patient selection, deep procedural sedation pro-
vided by non-anesthesiologists can be provided with a similar
safety and efficacy profile to general anesthesia provided by
anesthesiologists.

Materials and methods

Study design

This study was a retrospective chart review of all children
younger than 18 years who underwent cardiac MRI between
March 2005 and October 2010 at CHOA Egleston campus
in Atlanta, GA. Children who were already intubated at the
time of their MRI were excluded, as their sedation was
provided as a continuation of their intensive care. This study
was approved by the institutional review board at CHOA
and has therefore been performed in accordance with the
ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of
Helsinki. As this was a retrospective chart review and no
interventions were applied to people, informed consent was
not obtained prior to inclusion of patient information. No

demographic details were included in the study that might
disclose the identity of the children in the study.

Study setting and population

The sedation service provides deep sedation in the Radiol-
ogy Department 5 days per week, with cardiac MRI studies
interspersed throughout the schedule. These sedation team
physicians do not have other clinical responsibilities while
assigned to this service. All sedation physicians are board-
certified/board-eligible in either pediatric emergency medi-
cine or pediatric critical care medicine. Deep sedation is a
credentialed core privilege for critical care medicine and
emergency medicine physicians at our institution. Physi-
cians participating in the sedation service must be experi-
enced beyond fellowship and have ongoing demonstrated
proficiency in airway skills in their primary work area (the
intensive care unit or emergency department). All medica-
tion is administered by the attending sedation physician.
There are no mid-level or trainee providers. Cardiac imaging
is performed on a GE Signa 1.5-T MRI system (GE Health-
care, Waukesha, WI) using ASSET Technology with an
eight-channel cardiac coil.

All patient histories and clinical information are reviewed
by a cardiologist prior to scheduling for cardiac MRI. Con-
tact with the referring physician is made if the history is not
specific on the child’s clinical status, hemodynamics, cog-
nitive level or ability to cooperate with verbal commands. In
general, children are discussed with the anesthesia team if
they have a history of respiratory or hemodynamic compro-
mise during sedation, suspected or documented upper air-
way obstruction, or any of the following cardiac conditions:
pulmonary hypertension, cardiomyopathy, congestive heart
failure, single-ventricle physiology, Williams syndrome, un-
corrected complex congenital heart disease, cyanotic heart
disease, anomalous coronary artery disease, myocarditis,
arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia, intracardiac
mass, symptomatic arrhythmia and symptomatic vascular
ring. The anesthesia plan was at the discretion of the anes-
thesiologists. The anesthesiologists typically use propofol as
a component of their anesthesia regimen, including paralysis
and intubation, which the sedation service did not employ.
Some children, although referred for general anesthesia,
were thought to be deep sedation candidates by the anesthe-
sia service and were therefore administered propofol alone
by the anesthesiologist.

Children referred to the sedation team included those
younger than 8 years who were suspected of not being able
to cooperate with breath-holding or movement instructions,
as well as older children with claustrophobia or inability to
cooperate with verbal instructions. Children who were an-
ticipated to require deep sedation for cardiac MRI were
given fasting instructions in advance of their scheduled
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scans. On arrival to the pre-sedation area, each child was
first assessed by nursing staff. This assessment was docu-
mented on the sedation record and included a focused med-
ical history of previous sedation or analgesia experiences
and complications, drug and food allergies, current medica-
tions, underlying medical problems, concurrent illnesses,
confirmation of NPO status and vital sign measurements.
The assessment was reviewed by the sedation service phy-
sician, who then further evaluated the child. At this time, the
child was assigned an American Society of Anesthesiolo-
gists (ASA) status and a final decision was made as to
whether deep sedation was appropriate for the child. The
sedation service physician was responsible for discussing
the risks and benefits of sedation with the child’s parent or
guardian and obtaining written informed consent.

The choice of sedation medication was left to the discre-
tion of the sedation service physician. This might have
included administration of medication for deep sedation or
for anxiolysis. All sedation medications were administered
by the sedation service physician and monitored by the
sedation service nurse. At least one sedation service physi-
cian was present in the MRI sedation area at all times while
the child was sedated. All monitoring, whether the child was
undergoing procedural sedation or general anesthesia, was
done from the MRI control room. Monitoring included heart
rate and rhythm, respiratory rate, capnography, blood pres-
sure and pulse oximetry. General anesthesia cases were
monitored by the anesthesiologist or certified registered
nurse anesthetist assigned to the case. Images were obtained
during free-breathing with a respiratory bellows and elec-
trocardiogram gating. The bellows monitors respiratory ef-
fort, which if grossly irregular results in motion/noise
artifact. We perform respiratory gating on occasion, e.g., if
a navigator sequence is needed. After completion of the
study, children were returned to the recovery area, where
they remained on continuous monitoring and received fre-
quent physician and nursing assessments until such a time as
they met specific discharge criteria.

Study measures

We used patient logs from the Cardiology Department to
identify all cardiac MRI studies that were performed at the
CHOA Egleston campus between March 2005 and October
2010. Using each child’s cardiac MRI report and either the
sedation or anesthesia medical record, we collected demo-
graphic information including patient age, gender and
weight. Other information collected included each child’s
cardiac lesion or indication for study (including whether
they were cyanotic), comorbidities, allergies, medications
and whether the child was an inpatient or outpatient at the
time of the study. If the child underwent sedation or general
anesthesia, we recorded the child’s ASA physical status, the

type of sedation needed and the sedation provider, medica-
tions used, the total duration of the sedation/anesthesia and
any major adverse events or interventions. The duration of
sedation/anesthesia was derived from the length of time that
the MRI suite was occupied by the child. All children were
recovered in a separate area. The data collected in this study
did not contain any patient-identifying information that
could be linked to individual children.

All cardiac MRI studies at our institution are monitored
in real time by the cardiac MRI attending physician. Present
in the MRI control room is a team consisting of a cardiac
MRI attending physician, an MRI technologist and a seda-
tion nurse and/or sedation physician; therefore, motion or
flow artifact, rhythm disturbance or gating concerns are
immediately noted and addressed. The cardiac MRI attend-
ing physician records the study findings, image adequacy,
ECG quality and any concerns about inadequate sedation
and child’s respiratory effort or movement at the time of the
exam. No rating scale is utilized to assess image adequacy;
the cardiac MRI attending physician present during the MRI
study uses his or her expertise to determine and document
whether scan images are adequate. If the images are inade-
quate, the underlying issue is also documented. Images are
defined as adequate if it is thought that they can be accu-
rately used by the cardiologists and cardiac surgeons for use
in surgical planning and medical management. Data on
image and sedation adequacy were extracted directly from
the cardiac MRI attending physician’s report.

Statistics

The data were analyzed using Fischer exact chi-square anal-
ysis for categorical data. Wilcoxon rank sum test was uti-
lized for comparison of age, weight, ASA status and
sedation duration.

Results

Of the 1,465 cardiac MRI studies identified during the study
time period, 54 records were excluded for the following
reasons: duplicate patient records, canceled studies or in-
ability to locate the patient chart or record. An additional 13
studies were excluded because the child was intubated prior
to and during the MRI. In total, 1,398 cardiac MRI studies
were reviewed from March 2005 to October 2010, of which
1,197 were performed in children younger than 18 years.

Of the 1,197 pediatric cardiac MRI studies reviewed, 43
studies (3.6%) involved administration of general anesthesia
by an anesthesiologist and 514 (42.9%) were managed by
the sedation service. Of these 514, 506 children (42.3%) had
deep sedation provided by the sedation service and 8
(0.7%) required anxiolysis only. The remaining 640 studies
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(53.5%) were performed in children who required either no
sedation or a mild form of anxiolysis (usually provided by
the child’s primary inpatient service).

Baseline demographic data for children managed by an-
esthesia and by the sedation service are presented in Table 1.
Between the two groups, gender and ASA physical status
were similar. As well, the proportion of children who had
cyanotic cardiac lesions was not different between the
groups. The 21 children with an ASA physical status of 4
included those with multiple confounding acute and
chronic problems, including but not limited to acute renal
failure, chronic renal failure, inotropic support, hepatic

insufficiency, pancreatitis, bone marrow failure and
immunocompromise. In general, ASA class 4 patients
were discussed with anesthesia to assess for appropriate-
ness of deep sedation. Children with pre-existing respira-
tory insufficiency or failure were all sedated by the
anesthesiology team. A list of the most common post-
MRI diagnoses is presented in Table 2.

Children who received general anesthesia were younger,
weighed less and were more likely to be inpatients than
children who received deep sedation. Children who received
general anesthesia had significantly longer sedation times
compared with those who received deep sedation, despite
the fact that the proportion of children in both groups with
cyanosis or advanced ASA status was similar (median
103 min vs 75 min, P < 0.001). We have no evidence that
the actual imaging took longer in the general anesthesia
group, but the time the MRI suite was in use for the proce-
dure was longer. We can surmise that the general anesthesia
times were longer to some degree because the induction,
intubation and extubation all took place in the MRI suite. In
contrast, the sedation service would bring the child to the
imaging suite sedated and would move the child to a sepa-
rate recovery area immediately after the imaging was
complete.

The children in the general anesthesia group primarily
received propofol, ketamine, inhaled anesthetic agents or a

Table 1 Patient demographics

Anesthesiology—
general anesthesia
(n = 43)

Sedation service—
deep sedation
(n = 506)

P

Age (years) < 0.001b

Median 2.9 6.2

Range 0.08–16.2 0.02–17.9

Gender 0.26a

Male 22 305

Female 21 201

Weight (kg) < 0.001b

Median 12.6 19.8

Mean 19.1 25.0

Range 3–115 2.8–105

Inpatient/outpatient 0.005a

Inpatient 6 16

Outpatient 37 490

ASA statusc 0.63b

ASA 1 0 17

ASA 2 6 197

ASA 3 36 269

ASA 4 1 21

Unknown 0 2

Acyanotic/cyanotic 0.16a

Acyanotic 37 466

Cyanotic 6 40

Total study time (min) < 0.001b

Median 103 75

Range 70–235 32–189

a Fischer exact test
bWilcoxon rank sum test
c ASA classification [26]:

ASA 1: A normal healthy patient

ASA 2: A patient with a mild systemic disease

ASA 3: A patient with a severe systemic disease that limits activity but
is not incapacitating

ASA 4: A patient with an incapacitating systemic disease that is a
constant threat to life

Table 2 Primary cardiac defect

Cardiac defect Anesthesiology
(n 0 43)

Sedation service—
deep sedation and
anxiolysis (n 0 514)

Tetralogy of Fallot 2 92

Coarctation of the aorta/
interrupted aortic arch

3 81

Vascular ring (including
double aortic arch,
right-side aortic arch,
aberrant subclavian artery,
pulmonary sling)

11 39

Transposition of the great
arteries

1 36

Pulmonary stenosis 4 34

Pulmonary atresia 3 30

Univentricular heart 2 21

Bicuspid aortic valve 1 17

Anomalous coronary artery
origin

2 9

Atrioventricular canal defect 3 8

Normal hearta 3 55

Other 8 92

a Children who were found to have a normal heart on cardiac MRI had
been referred for various clinical complaints including syncope, hyper-
tension or family history of cardiac lesions
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combination of these medications. Of the 506 children re-
ceiving deep sedation, 490 (96.8%) were administered pro-
pofol as the primary sedative agent ± a benzodiazepine as an
adjunct for anxiety prior to IV placement. Nine children
received methohexital (1.8%), six received chloral hydrate
(1.2%) and one received pentobarbital (0.2%). The most
common reason for choosing an alternative to propofol
appeared to be allergy (to propofol, eggs or soy), or a
previous adverse reaction during propofol sedation. Chloral
hydrate was used solely in infants younger than 1 year of
age, though other agents were also used in this age group.

Of the 43 studies done under general anesthesia, 18
(41.9%) were referred because of concerns regarding the
child’s airway (e.g., obstructive sleep apnea, stridor, cranio-
facial anomalies). Four children (9.3%) were having other
interventional procedures following the cardiac MRI that
required a general anesthetic, primarily cardiac catheteriza-
tion. Two studies (4.7%) were requested because of cardio-
vascular issues; one child was known to have a resting
bradycardia and the other had experienced severe hypoten-
sion during previous propofol sedation. Nineteen studies
(44.2%) were done under general anesthesia for unspecified
reasons.

Between the general anesthesia and deep sedation
groups, there was no statistically significant difference in
the number of adequate cardiac MRI images (95.3% vs
86.6%, P 0 0.15). The majority of inadequate cardiac MRI
images in both groups were a result of technical issues with
either the MRI scanner or patient artifact (e.g., scanner
malfunction, gating abnormalities, metallic artifact, respira-
tory motion artifact) rather than issues related to sedation
(e.g., patient movement). Twenty-two (4.3%) deep sedation
patients were considered to have had inadequate sedation:
15 of the 22 studies had compromised image adequacy
caused by patient movement, 3 were prolonged but were
eventually completed with good image adequacy and 4 were
aborted because of sedation inadequacy. The number of
adequately sedated children did not differ significantly be-
tween the general anesthesia and the deep sedation groups
(100% vs. 95.7%, P 0 0.40). The cardiac MRI attending
physician (there were two during the time period of this
study) was present for the duration of the imaging and noted
whether there were issues with image adequacy or the
child’s clinical status. Given the consistency of having all
(~1,400) cardiac MRI studies managed by two cardiologists,
we think the designation of scan adequacy was uniformly
applied.

Among the 43 children who received general anesthesia,
there were two adverse events (4.7%). The first was in a 7-
year-old girl who had a failed intubation and required rein-
tubation; the remainder of the study was uncomplicated. The
other, a 16-year-old girl, experienced bronchospasm on
induction and required nebulized albuterol administration;

she also subsequently did well and completed the study.
Among the 506 children who received deep sedation by
the sedation service, there were 17 complications (3.4%).
Adverse events and interventions included the following:
seven cases of airway obstruction requiring a nasopharyn-
geal or an oral airway, six cases of hypotension requiring
intravenous fluids (one child required an inotrope infusion),
two cases of desaturation requiring brief positive-pressure
ventilation by mask and two cases of excessive secretions
and coughing requiring suctioning. The difference in the
rate of complications between the general anesthesia and
the deep sedation groups was not statistically significant
(4.7% vs 3.4%, P 0 0.65). No study was aborted because
of the adverse events. There were no major adverse compli-
cations in either group, including need for emergent intuba-
tion or unplanned hospitalization.

Discussion

Cardiac MRI using electrocardiographic gating was first
described in 1984 [11–15]. This technology allows one to
time the acquisition of MR imaging sequences with the
child’s heart rate, thus improving image resolution. The
introduction of respiratory gating (“free breathing”) allowed
for further improvements in cardiac MRI quality by timing
image acquisition with the child’s chest movements, thus
limiting respiratory motion artifact [16–19]. The advantages
of cardiac MRI are its ability to more clearly delineate intra-
and extracardiac anatomy over transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy, the lack of ionizing radiation delivered to the child
compared with cardiac CT, as well as being a noninvasive
alternative to cardiac catheterization or transesophageal
echocardiography [1, 4, 20]. The major disadvantage of
gated cardiac MRI is the duration of time required to obtain
adequate images.

In older children and adolescents, it is feasible to obtain a
cardiac MRI without the need for sedation if they can be
adequately distracted. Infants and young children, however,
are rarely able to tolerate the prolonged time required to
perform a gated cardiac MRI study. For this reason, young
children, as well as children with developmental delay,
anxiety or claustrophobia, usually require sedation. Histor-
ically in our institution, as in many others, general anesthe-
sia has been provided for cardiac MRI, despite the fact that
deep sedation is now routinely used for other types of MRI
studies. The main reasons cited include having control over
the child’s airway, especially in a patient population with
potentially compromised cardiorespiratory function, as well
as having the ability to perform breath-holding views [4, 7].
This involves simulating apnea in an intubated child for up
to 60 s at a time, which has been regarded as the optimal
method for obtaining certain dynamic imaging sequences.
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We have demonstrated that adequate cardiac imaging is
achievable under conditions of deep sedation provided by
non-anesthesiologists in selected cases.

This is the first study reporting deep sedation by non-
anesthesiologists for cardiac MRI. A recent study published
by Fogel et al. [8] in 2008 reviewed 9 years of MR imaging
using either no sedation, general anesthesia or deep sedation
without ventilator support, all provided by anesthesiologists.
In that retrospective study, they found that imaging achieved
under deep sedation provided by anesthesiologists was com-
parable to that achieved under general anesthesia in selected
children undergoing cardiac evaluation. The incidence of
adverse effects was no different between the two groups of
patients. Their findings were reinforced in two more studies
that found that free-breathing cardiac MRI studies obtained
in deeply sedated patients provided reliable characterization
of atrial defects and partial anomalous pulmonary venous
return in children without the need for breath-holding views
[21, 22].

Certainly, some children require airway control or are
clinically too ill or complex for deep sedation, and must
be attended to by anesthesiologists providing general anes-
thesia. Still, there are advantages to performing deep seda-
tion in the cardiac population over general anesthesia. First,
sedation by an appropriately trained sedation provider can
be provided safely without the need for endotracheal intu-
bation, as evidenced by the findings in our study. This can
limit the potential complications of endotracheal intubation,
including airway trauma, atelectasis and increased risk of
infection. Another possible advantage of deep sedation over
general anesthesia is less alteration of baseline hemodynam-
ic function. A recent study by Berry et al. [23] examined the
use of cardiac MRI in mouse models of cardiovascular
disease; they found that deep sedation caused significantly
less depression of heart rate and ejection fraction compared
with general anesthesia. Additionally, our study showed that
children receiving deep sedation had significantly shorter
procedure times compared with those under general anes-
thesia. In this age of resource allocation, consideration
should be given to deep sedation over general anesthesia
in selected cases because this might allow for better patient
throughput and improved MRI scanner utilization.

The unique feature of our study is that all of the
deep sedations were performed by experienced non-
anesthesiologists. This is an important point, as seda-
tion services are being increasingly provided by non-
anesthesiology teams to meet the demands for proce-
dural sedation in various clinical settings. Our rate of
adverse events was well within the range previously
reported for propofol sedation outside the operating
room [24]. In support of previously mentioned studies,
our study also found similar image adequacy between
the cardiac MRI studies performed under deep sedation

and those performed under general anesthesia. There
were no major adverse complications in either group,
including need for emergent intubation or unplanned
hospitalization. This result is similar to that reported
by Couloures et al. [25], who found no difference in
the complication rates for anesthesiologist and non-
anesthesiologist providers, before or after adjustments
for potential confounding variables.

The major limitation to our study is that the data
were collected retrospectively. We do not know in all
cases why the referring cardiologist requested general
anesthesia over deep sedation, and vice versa. The
child’s operative status was also not always readily
apparent from the sedation/anesthesia or MRI records.
Typically, however, most children referred for cardiac
MRI at our institution are postoperative. Children are
rarely preoperative unless they are medically stable and
other imaging modalities, such as echocardiography or
cardiac catheterization, have not provided full informa-
tion regarding function or hemodynamics (e.g., coronary
perfusion, chamber volumes). In addition, the nurses
and physicians on the sedation service record any ad-
verse effects of sedation on the sedation record; minor
interventions and complications during the sedation
might not have been recorded in every instance (e.g.,
minor oxygen desaturation or airway obstruction requir-
ing blow-by oxygen or airway repositioning). This has
the potential of underestimating adverse events from
deep sedation in our study population; however, as
previously mentioned, no child required excessive mon-
itoring or overnight hospitalization. Despite this being a
review of all cardiac MRI cases during this period, the
number of children undergoing general anesthesia was
small, limiting the comparison.

Conclusion

Given the ever-increasing reliance on imaging for diagnosis
and management of cardiac lesions, alternative means to
increase cardiac MRI efficiencies are warranted. This study
demonstrates that non-anesthesiologists can safely and effec-
tively provide deep sedation for cardiacMRI in selected cases,
freeing up limited anesthesiology resources for cases requiring
general anesthesia. Furthermore, we found that deep sedation
can be performed in children with advanced ASA physical
status, cyanotic heart disease and existing comorbidities, with
the caveat that close monitoring is required at all times. We
found that MRI image adequacy is no different between
children who undergo free-breathing deep sedation and chil-
dren who undergo general anesthesia and are subjected to
breath-holding views. In addition, our study shows the effica-
cy and safety in using propofol for cardiacMRI deep sedation.
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More studies are needed to further delineate the role of deep
sedation by non-anesthesiologists for cardiac MRI, which
could lead to changes in mainstream medical practice.

Conflicts of interest None.
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